
MOTION SYSTEM TRENDS 

WAFER-HANDLING MACHINE USES 
SPECIALLY CLAMPING BELT-PULLEY 

AND BUSHING ASSEMBLY 
IN ONE 
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tri n the S_-200C. the new pulley-bushing asserno: es 
operate on an as that honzontarly moves a robot arm that 
transfers the a limn wafers into the machine's process module. 

The pulley-ousting assembles are Concentric Maxi Torque 
assemblies from Custom !Oath int and Tool Co.. Inc, a leading 
U.S. manufacturer of precmon tuning pulleys. arse systems. and 

other motion-system cornoonenm. 
rteres how the mechanical deagn works: Custom Machine 

and Too:. Co., ins sed the c.u;ey and bushing together as an 
assembiy. A mechan.ca: skink fit clamps down on the shaft via a 
setscrew mai to the shaft — whCh serves as a lever to force the 
tapered bushing into the mashing now in the hub. As the lever 
forces the tree tapers together. the sot .n the bushing compresses. 
thus damping the pulley to the shaft with a mechanical shrnk fit 
If needed, that same Syththew Can be removed and used in the 
bushngl odposM no* to act as • jack — nnasing the shrink tt 

and allowing for removal Or repositioning. 
Mine Automaton holds sacrosanct their Ong-standing 

commionimt to among nlatonsbps with the' OEM Customers. 

CON CO0•13thatiOn from the design phase to manufacturing 

ensures fast delivery— usuaPy Wthq en eght to 12-week 
window. Their rebate components quality env‘ronmenn satisfy 

a wide range of needs . . including everything from. nexib• R&D 
to ft-neer: mar ufactu•qg envinonmer 

HOW TR COMPONENT SUPPLIER AND MACHINE BONDER CONNECTED 
k ne Auto— a:or regularly ant ts at and attenos industry 
conferences and tradeshows to explore new OppOrkeihel to 
'Anent!. At one such event, Mine engineers discovered the 
potential afrOntled by on Concentric Maxi Torque System — to
ce a real gamer-hanger by elimqatng backlash. Before this 
encounter. Nina vacuum lenekoek MoChints NW a pule, on 
their main shaft Mat introduced the possibility of detrimental 
May (Jolt motion) during Koh-toque °denten. In contrast 
the Concentric Ma Tongue bushing system snugly avoids this 
problem by steadfastly holding Me shaft — in turn boosting the 
performance of Mine Automaton meth's'. 

When Mine acquired and inste:ed the Content-lc Mad 

Torque bushing system, they got an immediate increase in 
machine performance with enhanced repsatabirty and relabaiy. 

This in aim support: the demanding accuracy and throughput 

requirements of semiconductor-mica automation. - 
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